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Dear Parents and Friends of DSG
I have just returned from an Ed-Tech Summit in Johannesburg which proved to be enlightening in an unexpected
way. There was the usual barrage of new software, programmes, apps, warnings of areas of school liability, etc.,
most of which are overwhelming but necessary, but the introductory presenter made some interesting points which as
educators, we probably know but haven’t yet articulated.
Much is being made of 21st century skills and the urgent need for this to be the primary focus in teaching and learning.
The ones regarded as requiring the greatest emphasis have been dubbed the 4Cs – critical thinking, creativity,
communication and collaboration. However, these skills are not new requirements in the workplace and adults who
have mastered them have always had the edge over their colleagues. In fact, philosophers as far back as Plato have
emphasized their importance. The difference is that without them, future adults will not be able to hide.
The other point made, and one that has become of increasing concern to educators, is that the 3Rs – Reading,
Writing and Arithmetic – are still of critical importance and are being badly neglected. We know this. We see this
in the decreased exposure our girls have to literary classics; we see it in the maturity of their writing; and we see it
in the difficulty many seem to have with basic mathematics. For their sake, I believe it is time to counter this trend
deliberately and aggressively.
I understand only too well how this has happened. Ten years ago, I was reading a novel a week and deriving great
enjoyment from doing so. Sadly, I am now closer to a novel a month and feeling a sense of loss yet battling to change
course. After a long day, it is so much easier to read news bits and keep contact through social media on our iPads
than to read. I think that as parents and teachers we need to mirror the behaviour we wish to see in our children. We
all need to start reading more again.
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Not only are our girls losing the art of good writing through their decreased exposure to books but they are missing
out on a myriad of other skills and pleasures. Reading improves verbal skills (communication); imagination (creativity);
it helps us understand people (collaboration); and it improves our ability to problem solve when we find ourselves in
difficult situations in life (critical thinking). It is well nigh impossible for our children to master the 4Cs if they don’t read.
However, these reasons for encouraging the girls to read more are perhaps too narrow and simplistic. The pleasure
of losing yourself in a book and so rediscovering yourself; the reading for sheer entertainment or to keep loneliness
at bay; the opportunity to travel anywhere in the world and so grow in your understanding of diversity and to develop
compassion and empathy; the ability to see the world from another person’s point of view; and the capacity to create
your own mental movie are all reasons for why our girls should read more. I will be talking more about this to the staff
and the girls and I hope we can form a partnership with parents to introduce or inculcate a love of reading in our girls.
This past weekend, St Andrew’s College held their matric dance. It was a wonderful celebration and our boys outdid
themselves in their graciousness and gentlemanly manners. Their partners were mostly DSG girls who revel in the
opportunity to celebrate two matric dances in one year. I love the down-to-earth, collegiality with which most of our girls
approach this dance. They swop, beg and borrow one another’s DSG matric dance dresses and many of them make
them work through the generous use of safety pins and duct tape! The night was an outstanding success and I thank
Mr Thompson and the SAC staff and boys for hosting us so well.
My grateful thanks to the many parents who completed the IQAA survey. We are in the process of analysing the results,
after which, with assistance from our IQAA mentor, we will conduct interviews, establish focus areas and use various
other interventions to improve upon areas of concern. Suffice it to say that at this stage, parents and girls are happy
at DSG and they speak well of the school. I shall feed back to you more fully once the process has been completed.
Warm regards

Shelley Frayne
Headmistress
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Grade 8 pupils attended the ACE your Exams workshop
Grade 8 Ace your Exams workshop
On Wednesday morning the Grade 8 girls attended the Ace your Exams workshop in preparation for the first set of
exams they will write in their senior school careers. This workshop was presented by Elevate, an Australian based
company which now has a base in South Africa and is currently working in numerous schools across the country. We
have been running their workshops at our school for about four years now as their information is well-researched and
presented in an uncomplicated, easy to follow format.
The ‘12 steps to exam excellence’ were covered in this workshop. These included identifying and eliminating commonly
made mistakes in exam preparation, useful tips to improve exam preparation and exam room tips. The girls heard that
the magic number in terms of time to start preparing before exams is three weeks. This came as a bit of a shock to
many, particularly those who are notorious for leaving their studying till the day before an exam. They were also taught
that it is by practising past papers that people get good marks and not by simply just writing and reading over notes.
We have ensured that the exam timetable is published well in advance so all the girls should have seen it by now. Mrs
Redfern is following up with all HODs to ensure that practice papers are available on our intranet. Now it is up to the
girls to put what they have learnt into practice. In this way they will hopefully enjoy their first set of exams and achieve
the marks they are striving for.

Academic
French
Last week, 81 French (FAL or SAL) pupils did the DELF exam. On Friday a team consisting of four people from the
Alliance Francaise in Port Elizabeth and two qualified staff members (Ms Hutchinson and Ms Vicent) evaluated the
individual oral examinations. Pupils from DSG, St Andrew’s and Kingswood were anxious but hopefully did well.
Results will be released in a few weeks’ time.
What is DELF/DALF? DELF (Diplome d’Etudes en Langue Francaise) and DALF (Diplome approfondi de Langue
Francaise) are qualifications recognised by France’s Department of Education, certifying the competence of nonFrench native speakers in the French language.
DELF and DALF qualifications are internationally recognised and compare well with international standards for test
development and the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
The DELF and DALF tests consist of six levels: A1 and A2 for beginners, B1 and B2 for independent speakers, and C1
and C2 for proficient speakers. At each level, four skills are evaluated: spoken comprehension and ability, and written
comprehension and expression. Candidates can choose the level at which they wish to be examined as each level is
recognised and awarded a diploma.
People who have passed the DELF B2 or DALF (C1 or C2) are exempt from taking a language test for entrance into
French universities.
A mark of 50/100 is required in order to be awarded the diploma. DELF and DALF are lifetime diplomas.
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Google Teach Bootcamp
This week our schools hosted over 60 teachers from schools across Grahamstown for a Google Training Bootcamp.
This is a first for Grahamstown. The teachers received hands-on training by certified Google trainer Kevin Sherman,
hosted in the Prep Media Centre. Our teachers learnt about cloud collaboration tools and online forms for data
gathering using Google's GSuite. This complements the strides already made during 2017 with Google Classroom.
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Drama Tour
The Drama Department is excited to announce that it is planning a 12-day tour to London, Edinburgh and Athens in
August 2018. The tour has been tailored to be of educational value to Dramatic Arts pupils and will incorporate the
origins of theatre in Ancient Greece, an overview of the theatre industry in London and exposure to the latest cuttingedge theatre at the Edinburgh Festival. Although the tour is directed at Grade 10 and 11 Dramatic Arts pupils (2018),
any pupil who has an interest in the arts and theatre is welcome to apply.
Please contact Susan Baker at s.baker@dsgschool.com for the itinerary as well as further details.

Dionne Redfern
Deputy Head: Academic

Cultural

Youth Music Festival finishes in style
Last Wednesday evening witnessed the Senior ensemble concert at 19:00. This event was largely dominated by
ensembles from our very own Music School with College and DSG fielding no fewer than four string groups, a
contemporary band and a jazz ensemble. The only visiting outfit was the ‘Say Something’ quintet from the Access
Music Project. Certainly the audience were entertained by a wide variety of musical styles.
On Thursday afternoon at the Junior orchestral concert there were three marimba bands, two orchestras and a string
ensemble on show. In the evening a short concert was started very well by our own wind orchestra that performed
a medley of songs by the great rock band, Queen. This was followed by two marimba bands and another orchestra.
The gala concert on the Friday night was a collection of some of the highlights from throughout the week and included:
a bagpipe solo, the SAC/DSG string orchestra, the Victoria Primary School choir, Samuel Ntsiko Primary marimba
band, Emily Morgan (DSG) on piano, Liye Ralo (VGHS) singing solo, Victoria Girls’ High School choir, the ‘Say
Something’ quintet from the Access Music Project, Ben Terry (SAP) on cello, Asive Ngcebetsha (DSG) on violin and
finally the SAC/DSG chamber choir.
Many thanks to the literally HUNDREDS of performers and their teachers who performed; thanks to the audience
members for their support; and congratulations to Mr Johan Pretorius on another successful Youth Music Festival.

Mike Skipper
Director of Culture
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Sisters represent DSG at the Eisteddfod in East London
The annual Port Rex music eisteddfod was held in East London last week. Cebo Mtshemla (Grade 10) played a solo
Faure violin piece for which won a silver award. Younger sister, Nceba (Grade 8), achieved a bronze for her cello
performance. We congratulate them on their success and look forward to watching their progress.
Interhouse Debating
On Friday (19 May) our final interhouse debate took place between Knowling (represented by Hlumi Kondile, Avene
Jongile, and Kelly Mitchell) and Espin (represented by Libo Ngwenya, Morwenna Shamwana, and Azile Mciteka).
The motion set before them was: This House will ban any rituals or practices that enforce or reinforce hierarchies at
schools.
Both teams defined a hierarchy as a system whereby members of an organization or society are ranked according to
their status or the authority they are deemed to hold. Knowling, in proposing the motion, unpacked the advantages
and the disadvantages of hierarchical structures. They firmly believed that a hierarchy encourages pseudo power,
inequality, social injustice, and inculcates fear rather than respect among the pupils. They concluded that schools
should promote servant leadership and equality rather than hierarchies.
Espin, in opposing the motion, built their arguments on the nature of hierarchy, the fundamentals of banning it, and
conceded that hierarchical systems have disadvantages. They highlighted the benefits of having hierarchies in
schools: these include peer support and the functioning of the microcosm – they act as a controlling system and
condition pupils to conform to the values and norms of the school.
They argued against eradicating hierarchies altogether because of their advantages and said that the problems
identified could be addressed and solved. They believed that hierarchies per se are not the problem, but it is people’s
behaviour that is harmful. Harmful behaviour is not an inherent component of hierarchies. ‘These two are mutually
exclusive and hierarchies mostly don’t warrant banning’.
The adjudicators were convinced by their arguments and they won the debate. For the second consecutive week,
Morwenna was commended for being the best speaker.
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Community Engagement

The DSG girls enjoyed their visit to St Matthew’s in Keiskammaheok
Visit to St Matthew’s
Sharing an origin can create a special bond between schools. This
rings true for DSG, St Andrew’s College and St Matthew’s. Based
in Keiskammahoek, St Matthew’s is dedicated to providing quality
education to boys and girls from the surrounding areas and further
afield. As a low-fee-paying school, the staff at St Matthew’s face daily
challenges of insufficient resources: the boarding houses are full to
the brim and students are fully reliant on the nutrition programme
for sustenance. This school, founded by John Armstrong, thrives in
a world far removed from that of the well-resourced environment
in which St Andrew’s and DSG exist. Part of the beauty of human
nature is that children are able to find common ground that is based
on humanity, rather than wealth, shared interests rather than facilities
and humour, even when language may present a barrier. This
shared experience and relationship fostering was the intention of the
classroom visit that took place on Tuesday 23 May. A contingent of
six boys from SAC, seven girls from DSG and four staff members
journeyed to St Matthew’s. The boys and girls from Grade 8 to Grade
11 spent the morning attending classes and building relationships
whilst the staff members were kept busy with classroom observations
and even some teaching. This was the second exchange for the year
and we look forward to hosting the students of St Matthew’s later this
year.
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Charlotte Abraham (above) and Kristen du Plessis
have been awarded their Bronze Standards for the
President’s Award Programme
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Weekly SPCA visit
Our SPCA leaders, Naledi Mdluli and Kate Mabandla, take girls to
the SPCA twice a week if and when it fits into the girls’ schedules.
The photos taken by the girls document the different kinds of work
they do at the SPCA, they fun they have while they are there and the

Rev Sue Paton
Director of Community Engagement

Pupils from India and Australia visit DSG on Exchange
DSG welcomed three girls from Pinegrove in India and four girls from The Wilderness School in Adelaide, Australia,
to our campus this week as part of our 2017 international exchange programme. The girls will be participating in all
aspects of DSG life to foster relationships and build experiences and memories to take back to share with their own
friends, families and schools. The Pinegrove girls will be with us until 23 June and the Wilderness girls leave us on
15 July.
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OA Albany Coastal Seafood Lunch
A record turnout of 170 alumni, parents and friends once again enjoyed a glorious seafood lunch in at the Goatshed
in Kenton.
Tables laden with superbly cooked seafood, friendly faces and a wonderful setting make this the most special
occasion and highlight on the calendar.
Our sincere gratitude to the outstanding committee of the Lower Albany Branch, who are to be commended once
again for their sterling efforts.
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The 1st netball team in action vs Cambridge High School

Sport
We always look forward to our derby day with Cambridge and this year did not disappoint: it was a pleasure hosting
the 300 Cambridge girls and staff last weekend for hockey and netball matches. With so much on the go during the
morning and the wonderful support from our own staff and parents, the atmosphere on campus was vibrant.

The 1st hockey team won their match vs Cambridge
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The U16 A and B netball teams in action last Saturday vs Cambridge
For the first since I started at DSG, we won more netball matches than we lost against Cambridge. I believe this was
in no small measure due to an improvement in our netball programme, which has been under the watchful eye of Mr
York, and the added input from DSG staff members. However, we are not planning to rest on our laurels as I am aware
that there are still many areas that can be improved, particularly with regard to player and coaching development
(across all our sports codes – not only netball).
Our hockey teams were successful across the board – DSG won all 12 of the matches played, scoring 84 goals and
not conceding one. However, there is no danger of this dominance reoccurring over the next four weekends when
we play Clarendon, Collegiate, Pearson and Kingswood and we expect to be tested to the limit by all these schools.
This weekend we are away in East London playing Clarendon. Squash, debating and two hockey matches are being
played on Friday, and the balance of the hockey and netball matches will be played on Saturday. The following
weekend we are home to Collegiate, which is also a DSG/SAC reunion weekend. If you are planning to travel to
Grahamstown next weekend, please note that most of the netball matches are being played on the Friday afternoon
(with the exception of 1st, 2nd, U16A and U15A teams that are playing on Saturday). All the hockey matches will be
played on Saturday, as usual.
Sports reports from the past week:
Horse Riding
The annual Settlers Show was hosted by the Grahamstown Riding Club over the weekend. The DSG horse riders
excelled with the following girls being placed in the various events:
Jess Rushmere – 1st in Open Equitation and Novice Dressage.
Emily Roodt – 1st in Novice Equitation and Novice Dressage, 2nd in Novice 3 Dressage
Bella Houghton – 1st in the Welcome Test, 2nd in the Preliminary Dressage
Beth Rennie – 1st in 80cm Hunter, 2nd in 90cm Championship
Tarryn Whitfield – 3rd in the Novice showing
Emily Patterson – 1st place in the 70cm Welcome Stakes, the 70cm Two Phase, and the 70cm A2 Competition
Babette Swart – 1st and 3rd for Show Jumping, 2nd for Working Hunter and Babette won Trophies for winning the
90cm championship and for the most points received for Show Jumping.
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Jess Rushmere – 1st in Open Equitation and Novice Dressage

Emily Roodt – 1st in Novice Equitation and Novice Dressage, 2nd
in Novice 3 Dressage

Emily Patterson – 1st place in the 70cm Welcome Stakes, the
70cm Two Phase, and the 70cm A2 Competition

Babette Swart – 1st and 3rd for Show Jumping, 2nd for Working Hunter and Babette won trophies for winning the 90cm championship and for the most points received for Show Jumping
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Tennis
The Sheryl Luden Cup was contested by teams from Kingswood, VG and Port Alfred High School at VG on Sunday
(DSG the defending champions). This is an annual tennis doubles event at which every school enters an U10, U12,
U14, U16, and U18 pair. At the end of the day, DSG won by the narrowest of margins (130 games to Kingswood’s
128), thus defending the title and bringing the trophy home once more.
Congratulations to the girls who represented DSG.

From left to right: Lucy Pringle; Holly Clowes; Ané Strydom; Lucy McAdam; Mrs Sheryl (née Luden) Koekemoer, Robyn Emslie;
Kathryn Basson and Enya Kemp
Front Row: Wendy-Mae Turner; Miké Holder; Abigail Holderness
Hockey and netball against Cambridge
As mentioned above, the hockey teams did very well. Stand-out results were the U14Cs who won 17–0 and the 1st
team which won 15–0. We must also mention the girls who scored hat tricks on the day: Caroline Mills and Willow
Gainsford for the 1st team, Georgie Mackenzie for the U16Ds, Enya Kemp for the U14As, Dali Banda, Kiara Dewey,
and Shamayim Poni for the U14Cs.
DSG’s netball teams also had a very good day against Cambridge. Over the past two years we have only managed
five wins out of the 16 matches played, whereas this year we won nine of the 16 matches and only lost seven. The
stand-out results of the day were the U16Ds who won 24–8 and the U15Bs who won 28–6. The 1st team put in a very
competitive performance against a team which won the Border League in 2016 and narrowly lost their match 43–41.
This was a most entertaining game to watch and was a good showing from our girls.
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All the results from the weekend are on the sports portal. Also a reminder that the fixtures for the upcoming weekend
are normally only finalised on the Monday before the fixture, and are updated on the website immediately. Please
keep checking the sports portal for details of your daughter’s match. We also endeavour to post the correct team lists
on the sports portal, but often there are last minute changes and the team lists might not be 100% correct – we make
every effort to ensure they are!
The school sports website http://sport.dsgschool.com/ contains results, details of future fixtures and team lists.
•
•
•

•

•

The website is accessible from your PC by linking off the school website or off the D6 Communicator.
You can navigate either via the list of Sports & Teams, or via the Sports Calendar, to find your daughter’s team.
Once on the Team Page, various functions allow you to view the fixtures for the season, see past results, and view
the team lists. A useful function is the “Download to your calendar” button which will synchronise a specific team’s
fixtures to your personal calendar. This calendar will update if fixtures change for any reason.
When you visit your sports website on a mobile phone you will be taken to the Mobile Web App. The Mobile Web
App is specifically designed for phone users and the small screens found on mobile phones. You can save the
Mobile Web App as an icon to your mobile device’s home screen for ease and it will operate and behave like a
mobile app. If you need assistance with the mobile app, full instructions for setting up are here:
http://support.schoolssports.com/Page.asp?CatID=12&ID=175
For parents with other children in our family of schools, similar functions are available at
http://sport.sacschool.com/ and http://sport.saprepschool.com/

Warm regards

Chris Hibbert
Director of Sport
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